Corporate News Media
The Blood is on Your Hands!
½ a Story = 1 Complete Lie

TvNewsLIES.org – Exposing Media Deception

CNN – The Most Trusted Name
In News but NOT the Most TRUSTWORTHY

Does not report any news that contradicts the agenda of the Bush administration.
Distracts us with Laci Peterson

FOX News – Fair and Balanced?

Viewers of FOX News had more facts wrong regarding the invasion of Iraq than any other news viewer.

BUSH FACTS NOT REPORTED
BY THESE NETWORKS:

Bush appoints Felons (Poindexter/Abrahams)
Cheney had Iraqi oil maps in energy meetings * FBI scoured WTC on 9/10 (what did they know) * Bush pulled Bin Laden search prior to 9/11 * Powell uses forged Iraq documents at UN – UK Iraq dossier 12 years old stolen from WEB! Lots more…